
  

    
  

  
  

  
  

    12th February 2021 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

 

Welcome back to the Spring Term 1. We hope you had a wonderful holiday and get some well-earned 

rest.  We would like to thank you for your continued support this year, it has been a hard and 

unprecedented year for all, but with your support we have been able to keep the children on track with 

their learning through Google Classroom and Learning packs and keep spirits high. 

 

In English, we will be reading, completing drama activities and completing writing narrative tasks 

surrounding the book ‘Varjak’s Paw’, which is about a young domestic cat called Varjak, who is trying to 

overcome his fears and adventure beyond the world he knows. We will discover the mysteries and 

adventures alongside Varjak. 

 

In maths, we will be focussing on understand on how to calculate area of quadrilaterals and compound 
shapes. We will also be looking at identifying different measurements: volume, mass and capacity. 
Furthermore we will extend our learning on money in everyday use, adding and subtracting, dividing 
and multiplying money. We will the finalise the term with general problem solving.  
 

Our humanities topic this term is ‘European Neighbours’, which is a unit where the children learn about 

the different countries in Europe and their physical ad man made features and landmarks. They will 

also look at identifying and locating major cities within these countries and what each country is known 

for.  We will be starting an new science topic called ‘Living things and their habitats,’ where in this unit 

of work they will learn to classify and sort habitats and discuss why the animals would choose to live 

there and how they have adapted to this environment. In R.E we will be learning about the why 

Christians celebrate Easter and how it is celebrated. In Food Technology we will be learning about 

seasonal food, understand what seasonality means, name foods which are grown, reared, caught and 

processed. We will also be designing our own simple seasonal recipes and preparing a range of 

ingredients, hygienically to assemble and cook. 

 

Please continue to help your child to learn their weekly times tables, spelling words (From the National 

Curriculum’s 100 common words for Years 3 and 4) and read regularly. Please ensure that your child 

brings in their Reading Journal and reading books every Friday. Homework will continue to be given via 

Google Classroom. If you cannot access this at home, please inform the class teacher, who can supply 

a paper copy.  

 

As we are unsure of the date we will return to school at present, information regarding PE days will be 

given on our return.  

 

We look forward to working with you and your children again this term, as we prepare for another busy 

term. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Miss Stratton, Mr Nkansah and Mrs Kesavan  
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